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the whole empire went mad with joy. When a few months
later there appeared a chance that this would again become
null, a deep gloom fell on the land. To a certain extent
this change can be accounted for by definite influences. It
is easy to point out that the leaders of the Young Turks
learned their political lessons In Paris, Vienna, and Geneva.
It Is now well known that the liberal ideas spread through a
mysterious secret propaganda, the extent of whose ramifica-
tion was unsuspected before the revolution itself. It Is
quite legitimate to find an Important factor of this prepar-
edness of the common people in the spread of schools of
all kinds through the empire. The paramount influence
of the American mission schools, where principles of true
liberty were not only taught but Incarnated, cannot be
overestimated. But greater than any one of these Influences
and greater than the combination of them all that could be
named Is the spirit of the times. All the Orient Is feeling
its touch. China has just awakened to it. It has recreated
Japan; in time it is bound to recreate Turkey.
Our present thesis, however, is concerned with the con-
crete. First, then, what impression have Christian missions
made on Islam in Syria and Palestine? The answer must
be: No direct influence, except on a very few individuals
converted at different times and places and having no co-
herence among themselves. Direct work on a large scale,
conducted openly among Moslems in Turkey, has ever been
Impossible. Turkey is a Mohammedan state. Its sultan
claims to be the successor of the prophet of Islam. Accord-
ing to strict Moslem law apostasy from Islam Involves death.
The extreme penalty is said to be still Imposed by the emirs
of certain semi-independent districts of Arabia. Lord
Cromer once asked a qadhi, or judge, in Egypt why the death
penalty was no longer carried out. The qadhi declared that
the law was Immutable. As a religious authority he would
sentence an apostate to execution. If the secular authori-
ties would not carry his sentence into effect, he was not
responsible. The Imperial proclamation, called the hatti
shertf of Gulhan^, issued at Constantinople in 1839, prom-
ised to make no distinctions of race and religion In the treat-

